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Phone.Newtown residents protest NRA Newtown residents and activists from across the country - including former

Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords - protested at the U.S. Capitol on Saturday in a show of anger over a deadly mass
shooting at a Connecticut elementary school. The March for Our Lives called for a total ban on the sale of assault

weapons and high-capacity magazines like the ones used in the Dec. 14 shooting at the Sandy Hook elementary school
that left 20 first-graders dead, as well as stricter gun control laws. Organizers say they had more than 600,000 people
sign up to attend the "March for Our Lives" rallies around the country Saturday. In Washington, the protesters walked

from their buses to the visitor's center, where the first act was to listen to speeches from children who survived the
school shooting. Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren and former Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords, both key faces

of the gun control movement in the United States, delivered speeches on the steps of the Capitol. Giffords, who
survived an assassination attempt in 2011, shared her painful memories of that day and told the protesters she had

recovered and now advocates a different, more effective, way to stop gun violence in the United States. "As angry as I
am about this, it does not change who I am," she said. Some of the protesters said they wanted the country to stop

spending money on military conflicts abroad, instead using it on creating infrastructure at home, and for those
protesters who were school-aged, they wanted to put an end to the United States' secondary school testing regime. "The

NRA [National Rifle Association] has tried to manipulate us young people," one protester said. In the afternoon, the
main group of protesters rallied in front of the White House. The lack of awareness around gun control in the country

was on display in March when a gunman shot and killed 17 people at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in
Parkland, Florida. Giffords delivered the eulogy at the funeral of the victims at the school. Many of the students from

the Washington area wanted to go and show their support for the victims of the Florida shooting. "They were just trying
to figure out why couldn't they go back to school
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